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1  | INTRODUC TION

Lung cancer represents the major cause of cancer‐related deaths 
among men and ranks as the second leading cause of cancer among 
women worldwide.1 Based on histology, lung cancer consists of non–
small‐cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small‐cell lung cancer (SCLC).2 
NSCLC accounts for 83% of total lung cancer and can be further 

divided into squamous carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and large cell 
carcinoma.3,4 The main risk factors for NSCLC are cigarette smoke 
and air pollution.5,6 Surgical resection is an effective approach in 
maintaining long‐term survival and thus widely used in lung cancer. 
In spite of the significant improvement in surgery and chemotherapy, 
the prognosis of metastatic lung cancer is still unsatisfactory, and 
the 5‐year survival rate for patients with NSCLC is lower than 21%.7 
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Abstract
Objectives:	 To	 investigate	 the	 function	and	 regulatory	mechanism	of	Krüppel-like	
factor	3	(KLF3)	in	lung	cancer.
Materials and Methods:	KLF3	expression	was	analysed	by	qRT-PCR	and	Western	
blot assays. The proliferation, migration, invasion, cycle and apoptosis were meas‐
ured	by	CCK-8	and	EdU,	wound-healing	and	Transwell,	and	flow	cytometry	assays.	
The tumour growth was detected by nude mouse tumorigenesis assay. In addition, 
the	interaction	between	KLF3	and	Sp1	was	accessed	by	luciferase	reporter,	EMSA	
and	ChIP	assay.	JAK2,	STAT3,	PI3K	and	p-AKT	levels	were	evaluated	by	Western	blot	
and	IHC	assays.
Results:	The	results	indicated	that	KLF3	expression	was	elevated	in	lung	cancer	tis‐
sues.	Knockdown	of	KLF3	inhibited	lung	cancer	cell	proliferation,	migration	and	inva‐
sion, and induced cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. In addition, the downregulation of 
KLF3	 suppressed	 tumour	 growth	 in	 vivo.	 KLF3	was	 transcriptionally	 activated	 by	
Sp1.	miR-326	could	bind	to	3′UTR	of	Sp1	but	not	KLF3	and	decreased	the	accumula‐
tion	of	Sp1,	which	further	indirectly	reduced	KLF3	expression	and	inactivated	JAK2/
STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	signaling	pathways	in	vitro	and	in	vivo.
Conclusions:	Our	 data	 demonstrate	 that	miR-326/Sp1/KLF3	 regulatory	 axis	 is	 in‐
volved in the development of lung cancer, which hints the potential target for the 
further therapeutic strategy against lung cancer.
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Therefore, favourable biomarkers are of great importance in the pre‐
diction of early metastasis of patients with lung cancer.

MicroRNAs	 (miRNAs),	a	group	of	small	non-coding	RNAs,	con‐
tribute	to	regulate	gene	expression	at	the	posttranscriptional	 level	
through	perfect	or	partial	base-pairing,	mainly	at	the	3′UTR	of	the	
target	messenger	RNA.	MiR-326,	 for	 instance,	was	 first	 identified	
among	 a	 set	 of	 miRNAs	with	 remarkable	 high	 expression	 in	 neu‐
rons.8	 It	 has	 been	 implicated	 that	 abnormal	 miR-326	 expression	
participates in a variety of pathological process, including multiple 
sclerosis, endometrial cancer, gastric cancer, lung cancer, osteosar‐
coma, pulmonary fibrosis and breast tumours.9‐21	Of	note,	recent	ev‐
idence	revealed	that	miR-326	regulated	HbF	synthesis	by	targeting	
erythroid	Krüppel-like	factor	(KLF),	indicating	the	targeting	effect	of	
miR-326	on	KLF.9	Alternatively,	miR-326	reverses	chemoresistance	
in human lung adenocarcinoma cells by targeting specificity protein 
1 (Sp1).12

Krüppel-like	factor	3	(KLF3/BKLF),	a	member	of	the	KLF	family,	
was initially cloned from erythroid cells in a screen for factors with 
homology	to	the	DNA-binding	domain	of	EKLF.22,23	KLF3	encodes	a	
sequence‐specific transcriptional repressor with three highly con‐
served	C-terminal	C2H2	zinc	finger	motifs	that	bind	CACCC	boxes	
and other GC‐rich elements in the promoter and enhancer of target 
genes.23,24 The N‐terminal domains are less conserved, and individ‐
ual	KLFs	integrate	different	regulators	to	function	as	transcriptional	

activators or repressors.25	 For	 example,	 recruitment	 of	 the	 acet‐
yltransferases	 p300/CBP	 by	 KLF1	 potentiates	 its	 activation	 of	
the β‐globin gene.26	 However,	 KLF3	 functions	 as	 a	 transcriptional	
repressor via recruitment of C‐terminal binding proteins 1 and 2 
(CtBP1/2),27,28 which in turn facilitates assembly of a potent silenc‐
ing	complex	that	drives	epigenetic	modification	of	gene	regulatory	
regions.25,27‐29	 Moreover,	 KLF3	 is	 widely	 expressed	 and	 involved	
in multiple processes, such as erythropoiesis, metabolism and B 
lymphopoiesis.25,30‐35	Although	the	roles	of	KLF3	have	been	broadly	
investigated in developmental processes, little is known about the 
function	of	KLF3	in	lung	cancer	progression.

Specificity protein 1 (Sp1) is a transcription factor that is ubiqui‐
tously	expressed	 in	many	mammalian	cell	 types.36 Clinical evidences 
showed	that	Sp1	was	overexpressed	 in	a	number	of	human	cancers,	
such as gastric cancer,37 pancreatic adenocarcinoma38 and hepatocel‐
lular carcinoma.39 Emerging evidences showed that Sp1 accelerates tu‐
mour growth and metastasis through regulating gene transcription.40,41 
For	example,	overexpression	of	Sp1	increased	the	invasiveness	of	gli‐
oma	 cells	 via	 upregulating	 the	 expression	 and	 activity	 of	MMP-2.42 
Choi et al also reported that Sp1 could bind to the promoter region 
of	Slug	and	repressed	EMT	process.43	However,	given	many	potential	
physiologic roles of Sp1, the target genes of Sp1 remain to be clearly 
characterized.	Whether	Sp1	could	affect	the	expression	of	KLF3	in	lung	
cancer	has	never	been	 reported.	Our	preview	studies	have	 revealed	

F I G U R E  1  KLF3	is	overexpressed	in	lung	cancer	tissues	and	cell	lines.	A,	The	mRNA	level	of	KLF3	was	measured	by	real-time	PCR.	
The	results	showed	that	KLF3	was	upregulated	in	lung	cancer	tissues	compared	with	paired	adjacent	normal	tissues	(N	=	40),	P < 0.001. 
B,	Western	blot	analysis	revealed	that	KLF3	was	upregulated	in	lung	cancer	tissues.	C	and	D,	The	mRNA	and	protein	level	of	KLF3	was	
measured	by	real-time	PCR	and	Western	blot	in	the	human	bronchial	epithelial	cell	line	HBEC	and	various	lung	cancer	cell	lines	(A549,	95D,	
NCI-H460,	HLAmp	and	H838).	E,	Immunohistochemical	analysis	indicated	that	KLF3	was	highly	expressed	in	lung	cancer	tissues	compared	
to that in normal tissues (×400). *indicates that P	<	0.05	vs	HBECs.	**indicates	that	P	<	0.001	vs	HBECs
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that	miR-326	overexpression	inhibited	cell	proliferation	and	migration	
in lung cancer.44	The	potential	targets,	KLF	and	Sp1,	were	previously	re‐
ported involved in the growth of lung cancer cells. 45‐47 In this study, we 
aim	to	explore	the	possibility	as	well	as	related	mechanisms	of	miR-326-
Sp1-KLF3	axis	in	the	regulation	of	lung	cancer	development.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

For	 detailed	 Materials	 and	 methods,	 please	 see	 Supporting	
Information.	 For	 related	 sequences	 in	 the	 experiment	 please	 see	
Tables 1‐3.

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | KLF3 is overexpressed in human lung cancer 
tissues

To	explore	the	potential	role	of	KLF3	in	lung	cancer	progression,	we	
firstly	assessed	the	expression	level	of	KLF3	in	lung	cancer	tissues.	
Forty lung cancer tissues and paired tumour‐adjacent normal tissues 
were	collected	from	Jiangsu	Province	Hospital,	and	the	mRNA	level	
of	KLF3	was	examined	by	 real-time	PCR.	The	 results	 showed	that	
KLF3	was	overexpressed	in	lung	cancer	tissues	compared	with	that	
in	adjacent	normal	tissues	 (Figure	1A,	P < 0.001). Furthermore, we 
performed	Western	blot	to	evaluate	the	protein	level	of	KLF3	in	lung	
cancer	 tissues.	 Similarly,	 the	 KLF3	 expression	 was	 highly	 upregu‐
lated in lung cancer tissues compared to that in the adjacent normal 
control	(Figure	1B).	The	result	of	IHC	indicated	that	the	amount	of	
KLF3	protein	in	lung	cancer	tissues	was	remarkably	increased	com‐
pared	to	that	in	normal	lung	tissues	(Figure	1E).	Then,	we	examined	
the	expression	of	KLF3	in	different	lung	cancer	cell	lines	by	real-time	
PCR	and	Western	blot.	As	shown	in	Figure	1C	and	D,	the	mRNA	and	
protein	levels	of	KLF3	were	also	significantly	higher	in	lung	cancer	
cell	 lines	 than	 that	 in	 control	HBECs,	 especially	 in	A549	 and	95D	
cells (P	<	0.01).	Together,	these	results	suggested	that	the	highly	ex‐
pressed	KLF3	may	be	associated	with	lung	cancer	progression.

3.2 | Effects of suppression of KLF3 on lung 
cancer cells

To	better	understand	the	functional	significance	of	KLF3	in	regu‐
lating the biological processes of lung cancer cells, we performed 
loss-of-function	experiments	of	KLF3	by	transfection	with	specific	
siRNA	targeting	KLF3.	The	transfection	efficiency	was	confirmed	
by	Western	blot	 in	Figure	S2,	and	the	results	showed	that	siRNA	
targeting	KLF3	successfully	downregulated	the	expression	of	KLF3	
in	both	A549	and	95D	cells	(Figure	2A).	Next,	the	proliferations	of	
A549	and	95D	cells	were	assessed	by	CCK-8	assay.	As	 shown	 in	
Figure	2B,	downregulation	of	KLF3	significantly	inhibited	cell	pro‐
liferation	of	A549	cells	 compared	with	 the	negative	control	 (NC)	
cells (P < 0.001). Similar results were also obtained in 95D cells 

(Figure 2C, P	<	0.01).	Furthermore,	we	performed	5-ethynyl-2′-de‐
oxyuridine	(EDU)	staining	to	assess	cell	proliferation	ability	at	48	
hours	after	transfection	of	KLF3	siRNA.	Figure	2D	and	E	also	vali‐
dated	that	knockdown	of	KLF3	inhibited	cell	proliferation	in	A549	
and 95D cells (P < 0.05), consistent with the results obtained from 
CCK-8	assay.

In order to investigate the mechanisms underlying the effect 
of	KLF3	on	cell	proliferation	of	lung	cancer	cells,	we	examined	cell	
cycle	 and	 apoptosis	 by	 flow	 cytometry.	We	 observed	 that	 KLF3	
knockdown increased the proportion of cells in the G1 phase 
and decreased the cells in S phase compared with the control 
(Figure	 2F),	 suggesting	 that	 KLF3	 could	 accelerate	 the	 cell	 cycle	
during lung cancer progression. Cell apoptosis was determined by 
using	Annexin	V-fluorescein	 isothiocyanate	 (FITC)	 and	propidium	
iodide	(PI)	double	staining.	The	silencing	of	KLF3	induced	cell	apop‐
tosis	of	A549	and	95D	cells	(Figure	2G),	based	on	the	observations	
of	the	percentage	of	the	Annexin	V-positive	cells	 (increased	from	
20.1%	 to	 42.6%	 in	A549	 cells	 and	 13.2%	 to	 48.1%	 in	 95D	 cells).	
Together,	 these	 results	 suggest	 that	KLF3	 facilitates	 the	prolifer‐
ation of lung cancer cells and may function as an oncogene during 
lung cancer progression.

3.3 | Downregulation of KLF3 inhibited cell 
migration and invasion

A	critical	feature	of	lung	cancer	is	aggressive	behaviour	in	distant	
metastasis sites including lymph node. Cell migration and invasion 
are important steps in the process of metastasis. To determine 
whether	KLF3	affects	inhuman	lung	cancer	cell	migration	and	in‐
vasion, wound healing and cell invasion assays were performed. 
The	results	showed	that	in	untreated	A549	cells,	wound	closure	
occurred gradually at 48 hours after scratch, whereas this effect 
was	significantly	reduced	by	the	treatment	of	si-KLF3	(Figure	3A).	
Similar results were obtained in 95D cells (Figure 3B). In line with 
this	 finding,	 suppression	of	KLF3	 significantly	 repressed	 the	 in‐
vasive	 ability	 of	 A549	 and	 95D	 cells	 (P < 0.01) (Figure 3C and 
D).	 In	 summary,	 these	 results	 indicated	 that	 KLF3	 participated	
in the regulation of lung cancer cell proliferation, migration and 
invasion.

3.4 | The block of KLF3 suppressed the activation of 
JAK2/STAT3 and PI3K/AKT signalling pathways 
in vitro

Considering	 that	 the	 promoting	 effect	 of	 KLF3	 on	 cell	 growth	
and migration, we performed Western blot assay to measure 
which	 signalling	 pathways	 were	 involved	 by	 KLF3.	 As	 revealed	
in	Figure	4,	the	phosphorylation	levels	of	JAK2,	STAT3,	PI3K	and	
AKT	were	 downregulated	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 KLF3	 in	 both	A549	
and	95D	cells	in	vitro,	suggesting	that	JAK2/STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	
signalling pathways may be involved in lung cancer progression 
regulated	by	KLF3.
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3.5 | Sp1 is positively correlated with the 
expression of KLF3

Based	on	the	above	findings,	the	function	of	KLF3	in	promoting	cell	
proliferation, migration and invasion have been well demonstrated. 
However,	 little	 is	known	about	 the	regulatory	mechanism	of	KLF3	
in	 lung	 cancer	 cells.	 Through	 bioinformatics	 analysis	 of	 the	 proxi‐
mal	promoter	of	KLF3,	we	found	that	there	are	some	putative	bind‐
ing	sites	of	Sp1	 (Figure	S1).	Therefore,	we	performed	experiments	
to	investigate	the	possible	relation	between	KLF3	and	Sp1.	Firstly,	
we	detected	 the	expression	of	Sp1	 in	 lung	cancer	 tissues	 through	

real‐time PCR and Western blot. The results showed that Sp1 was 
upregulated in lung cancer tissues compared with that in the adja‐
cent	normal	 tissues	 (Figure	5A	and	B,	P < 0.001), which correlated 
with	the	expression	of	KLF3	 in	 lung	cancer	 tissues	 (Figure	1A	and	
B).	The	IHC	data	also	indicated	that	the	level	of	Sp1	in	lung	cancer	
tissues was evidently elevated compared to that in normal lung tis‐
sues	(Figure	5C).	As	expected,	the	mRNA	and	protein	levels	of	Sp1	
were also elevated in different lung cancer cell lines compared with 
that	 in	 the	HBECs	 (Figure	 5D	 and	 E).	Next,	we	 examined	 the	 ex‐
pression	of	KLF3	after	reducing	of	Sp1	level	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	
Figure	5F	showed	that	the	mRNA	level	of	KLF3	was	downregulated	

F I G U R E  2  Effects	of	KLF3	downregulation	on	lung	cancer	cells.	(A)	The	knockdown	efficiency	of	KLF3	in	lung	cancer	cells	was	confirmed	
by	Western	blot.	(B	and	C)	Cell	proliferation	was	evaluated	by	CCK-8	assay.	The	results	showed	that	downregulate	the	expression	of	
KLF3	inhibited	cell	proliferation	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	Experiments	were	performed	three	times;	Mean	±SD.	#	indicates	that	P < 0.001; 
**indicates that P	<	0.01.	(D	and	E)	EDU	staining	also	revealed	that	silencing	the	expression	of	KLF3	inhibited	cell	proliferation	in	A549	(D)	
and	95D	cells	(E)	(×200).	Quantitative	analysis	of	EDU-positive	A549	and	95D	cells	were	shown	as	histograms.	*indicates	that	P < 0.05. 
(F)	Cell	cycle	analysis	was	performed	by	flow	cytometry.	Knockdown	the	expression	of	KLF3	resulted	in	cell	cycle	arrest	at	G1	phase.	(G)	
Cell	apoptosis	was	stained	with	PI	and	Annexin	V	double	staining	and	analysed	by	flow	cytometry.	Statistical	analysis	revealed	that	siRNA-
mediated	silencing	of	KLF3	induced	cell	apoptosis	in	A549	and	95D	cells

F I G U R E  3  The	decrease	in	KLF3	
expression	reduces	cell	migration	and	
invasion.	(A	and	B)	Wound-healing	
assay was used to detect cell migration 
ability	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	Compared	
with	NC,	si-KLF3	cells	showed	weaker	
migration ability. Quantitative analysis 
of cell migration distance was shown as 
histograms. **indicates that P < 0.01. 
(C and D) Transwell assays showed that 
knockdown	the	expression	of	KLF3	
significantly	inhibited	cell	invasion	in	A549	
(C)	and	95D	cells	(D)	(×200).	Experiments	
were performed 3 times. Representative 
images of invaded cells were shown. 
Statistical analysis showed the effect 
of	KLF3	on	cell	invasion.	Mean	±	SD.	
*indicates that P < 0.05
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after	 downregulation	 of	 Sp1	 by	 siRNA	 in	 A549	 cells	 compared	
with that in the NC group (P	<	0.01).	 Similarly,	 the	mRNA	expres‐
sion	of	KLF3	was	also	decreased	in	95D	cells	(Figure	5G,	P < 0.01). 
Moreover,	Western	blot	analysis	 revealed	that	 the	protein	 level	of	
KLF3	was	obviously	decreased	after	expression	of	Sp1	declined	 in	
A549	and	95D	cells	(Figure	5H).	These	data	indicated	Sp1	positively	
correlated	with	the	expression	of	KLF3	in	lung	cancer	cells.

3.6 | KLF3 is a direct target of Sp1

To	 further	explore	 the	molecular	basis	 for	 this	 regulation,	we	am‐
plified	the	promoter	region	of	KLF3	and	performed	dual-luciferase	
reporter assay. The wild‐type (WT) and mutant promoters were 
transfected	alone	or	with	the	Sp1	expression	vector	into	HEK293T	
cells.	The	 results	 showed	 that	overexpression	of	Sp1	markedly	 in‐
creased	the	relative	luciferase	activity	of	KLF3-WT	(Figure	6A,	lanes	
1 and 2), but it did not activate the relative promoter activity of the 
mutant	KLF3	(Figure	6A,	lanes	3	and	4),	suggesting	the	interaction	
between	promoter	 region	of	KLF3	and	Sp1	putative	binding	 sites.	
To	further	determine	whether	KLF3	is	a	direct	target	gene	of	Sp1,	
we	performed	electrophoretic	mobility	shift	assays	(EMSAs)	in	vitro	
using	the	nuclear	extracts	from	A549	cells	and	the	oligonucleotide	

probes containing the predicted Sp1 binding sites. The results dem‐
onstrated that shift bands were observed when probes were in‐
cubated	with	nuclear	extracts	 (Figure	6B).	Moreover,	as	expected,	
super‐shift bands were observed when Sp1 antibody was added to 
the binding system (Figure 6B). In addition, chromatin immunopre‐
cipitation (ChIP) assay was initially employed to further determine 
whether	 Sp1	 could	 bind	 to	 the	 promoter	 of	 KLF3.	 The	 pull-down	
DNA	was	 identified	by	RT-PCR	and	 the	 results	 showed	 that	KLF3	
was	 markedly	 amplified	 from	 the	 Sp1-immunoprecipitated	 A549	
chromatins, but absent from chromatins immunoprecipitated by IgG 
(Figure	6C).	 In	 summary,	 these	 results	demonstrate	 that	KLF3	 is	a	
direct target gene of Sp1.

3.7 | Sp1 is a downstream target of miR‐326

In our preview studies, we have found that miR‐326 inhibited lung 
cancer cell proliferation and migration.44	Meanwhile,	through	bio‐
informatics	analysis	such	as	JASPAR	and	TargetScan,	we	found	the	
3′UTR	 regions	 of	 KLF3	 and	 Sp1	 contained	 the	 putative	 binding	
sites	of	miR-326,	suggesting	Sp1	and	KLF3	may	be	potential	down‐
stream	targets	of	miR-326.	To	verify	the	prediction,	we	firstly	ex‐
amined the level of miR‐326 in lung cancer tissues and cell lines. 
As	shown	in	Figure	7A,	compared	with	the	normal	tissues,	miR-326	
was significantly downregulated in lung cancer tissues. We fur‐
ther	analysed	the	relations	between	Sp1,	KLF3	and	miR-326	and	
found that the level of miR‐326 was significantly negatively cor‐
related	with	Sp1	expression	 (R	=	−0.483,	P < 0.01) but positively 
with	KLF3	level	(R	=	0.503,	P < 0.001) (Figure 7B, C). Based on this 
finding, we then detected the miR‐326 level in distinct types of 
cells	 and	 the	 data	 indicated	 that	 the	 expressions	 in	 lung	 cancer	
cell	 lines	 were	 statistically	 reduced	 that	 in	 HBECs	 (Figure	 7D).	
Furthermore, to investigate whether miR‐326 could regulate Sp1 
and	 KLF3	 expression,	 we	 transfected	miR-326	mimics	 into	 lung	
cancer	cells	and	 real-time	PCR	 results	 revealed	 that	overexpres‐
sion	 of	 miR-326	 suppressed	 the	 expression	 of	 Sp1	 and	 KLF3	 in	
both	A549	(Figure	7E)	and	95D	(Figure	7F)	cells.	Similarly,	Western	
blot	analysis	also	showed	that	the	expression	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	was	
markedly deterred due to miR‐326 upregulation (Figure 7G). We 
then employed dual‐luciferase reporter assays to verify the direct 
relationship. The results showed that transfection of miR‐326 
mimics significantly decreased the luciferase activity of Sp1 
3′UTR	compared	with	cells	transfected	with	NC,	whereas	the	ef‐
fect was abolished when the binding sites of miR‐326 were mutant 
(Figure	 7H).	 However,	 the	 no	 significant	 change	 regarding	 lucif‐
erase	activity	of	KLF3	3′UTR	was	found	by	using	miR-326	mimics,	
suggesting	KLF3	was	not	a	direct	gene	of	miR-326	(Figure	7I).	 In	
order	 to	 further	validate	 the	miR-326/Sp1/KLF3	 regulatory	axis,	
we	impeded	the	expression	of	Sp1.	Notably,	the	KLF3	level	was	re‐
markably	inhibited	on	account	for	the	overexpression	of	miR-326	
(Figure 7E‐G). The downregulation of miR‐326 thus induced the 
level	 of	 KLF3,	 but	 this	 can	 be	 reversed	 by	 suppression	 of	 Sp1,	
which	suggests	that	miR-326	downregulation	increases	the	KLF3	
overexpression	through	the	upregulation	of	Sp1	(Figure	7J,	K).

F I G U R E  4  Knockdown	of	KLF3	suppressed	the	activation	of	
JAK2/STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	signalling	pathways	in	vitro.	Western	
blot	analysis	demonstrated	that	knockdown	the	expression	of	KLF3	
significantly	decreased	the	expression	of	JAK2,	STAT3,	PI3K,	and	
AKT	phosphorylation	levels	in	A549	and	95D	cells	in	vitro
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3.8 | miR‐326 and KLF3 are associated with overall 
survival in patients with lung cancer

Based on the above findings, we further evaluated whether 
miR-326	and	KLF3	expression	are	associated	with	clinical	prognosis.	

Through analysis of a dataset of lung cancer that includes 40 pa‐
tients,	we	found	that	decreased	miR-326	expression	was	associated	
with	poor	prognosis	among	patients	with	 lung	cancer	 (Figure	8A,	
P	=	0.003).	Of	note,	the	patients	with	high	 level	of	KLF3	were	as‐
sociated	 with	 poor	 overall	 survival	 (OS)	 caused	 by	 lung	 cancer	

F I G U R E  5  KLF3	expression	is	positively	regulated	by	Sp1.	A,	The	mRNA	level	of	Sp1	was	detected	by	real-time	PCR.	Compared	with	the	
normal tissues, Sp1 was upregulated in lung cancer tissues, P < 0.001. B, Western blot analysis revealed that Sp1 was upregulated in lung 
cancer tissues. C, Immunohistochemical analysis indicated that the level of Sp1 was increased in lung cancer tissues compared to that in 
normal	tissues	(×400).	D	and	E,	The	mRNA	and	protein	levels	of	Sp1	were	examined	by	real-time	PCR	and	Western	blot.	The	results	showed	
that	Sp1	was	overexpressed	in	lung	cancer	cell	lines.	**	indicates	that	P	<	0.001	vs	HBECs.	F	and	G,	Real-time	PCR	results	showed	that	KLF3	
expression	was	downregulated	after	silencing	the	expression	of	Sp1	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	Mean	±	SD.	**indicates	that	P	<	0.01;	#	indicates	
that P	<	0.001.	H,	Western	blot	analysis	confirmed	that	knockdown	the	expression	of	Sp1	significantly	reduced	KLF3	expression

F I G U R E  6  KLF3	is	a	direct	target	gene	of	Sp1.	A,	The	luciferase	activity	of	KLF3	was	detected	by	Dual-luciferase	report	assay	after	
transfection	of	the	WT	and	Mutant	constructs	alone	or	together	with	the	Sp1	expression	vector.	The	results	showed	that	KLF3	promoter	
activity	was	significantly	enhanced	by	Sp1.	#indicates	that	P	<	0.001.	B,	EMSAs	were	used	to	investigate	the	binding	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	
promoter	in	vitro.	Nuclear	protein	was	extracted	from	A549	cells.	When	DNA	probes	were	incubated	with	nuclear	extracts,	a	specific	DNA-
protein	complex	was	observed	and	was	supershifted	by	the	anti-Sp1	antibody.	C,	ChIP	analysis	of	Sp1	at	the	KLF3	promoter	region	in	A549	
cells.	The	results	suggested	that	Sp1	can	directly	bind	to	the	promoter	region	of	KLF3
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F I G U R E  7  Sp1	is	a	direct	downstream	target	of	miR-326.	A,	Relative	expression	of	miR-326	in	lung	cancer	tissues	was	confirmed	by	
real-time	PCR.	N	=	40.	P < 0.001. B, Correlation analysis between miR‐326 and Sp1 levels. P < 0.01. C, Correlation analysis between Sp1 
and	KLF3	expressions.	P < 0.001. D, Real‐time PCR results revealed that miR‐326 was downregulated in lung cancer cell lines. **P < 0.001 
vs	HBECs.	E,	Overexpression	of	miR-326	downregulated	the	expression	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	in	A549	cells.	Mean	±	SD.	*P	<	0.05;	#P < 0.05. F, 
Overexpression	of	miR-326	reduced	the	expression	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	in	95D	cells.	Mean	±	SD.	*P	<	0.05;	#P < 0.05. G, Western blot analysis 
demonstrated	that	miR-326	inhibited	Sp1	and	KLF3	expression	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	H,	Luciferase	activity	of	Sp1	wild	type	(wt)	was	
inhibited	by	using	miR-326	mimics,	compared	to	Sp1	mutant	(mut).	#P	<	0.05.	I,	No	significant	difference	of	luciferase	activity	of	KLF3	wild	
type	(wt)	and	KLF3	mutant	(mut)	was	found	by	using	miR-326	mimics.	#P	>	0.05.	J,	The	levels	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	mRNAs	were	significantly	
reduced	in	group	of	miR-326	inhibitor+siSP1	than	those	of	miR-326	inhibitor+siRNA-NC	in	both	A549	and	95D	cells.	miR-326	antagomir	
was used as inhibitor. *P	<	0.05;	#P < 0.05; **P	<	0.01;	##P	<	0.01.	K,	The	expressions	of	Sp1	and	KLF3	proteins	were	obviously	decreased	in	
group	of	miR-326	inhibitor+siSP1	than	those	of	miR-326	inhibitor+siRNA-NC	in	both	A549	and	95D	cells.	miR-326	antagomir	was	used	as	
inhibitor
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(Figure 8B, P	=	0.001).	 Clinicopathologic	 features	were	 compared	
between these groups (Table 4), and significantly higher recurrence 
as well as death rate was observed in lung cancer patients with low 
miR-326	and	high	KLF3	levels,	when	compared	to	the	high-miR-326	
group	 and	 the	 low-KLF3	 group	 (P	<	0.05).	 However,	 the	miR-326	
and	KLF3	expression	levels	were	not	associated	with	age	(P	=	0.093	
and P	=	0.069,	 respectively),	 gender	 (P	=	0.05)	 and	 TNM	 tumour	
stage (P	=	0.278	 and	P	=	0.207,	 respectively).	 These	 findings	 indi‐
cate	 that	 miR-326/Sp1/KLF3	 regulatory	 axis	 participated	 in	 lung	
cancer progression.

3.9 | The decrease of KLF3 inhibited the growth of 
xenograft tumour in nude mice

To	further	investigate	the	effect	of	KLF3	on	tumour	growth	in	vivo,	
both	A549	and	95D	cells	were	transfected	with	NC	or	si-KLF3	and	
then	hypodermically	injected	into	the	BALB/c	nude	mice.	The	re‐
duction	 in	KLF3	significantly	depressed	the	tumour	volumes	 in	a	
time‐dependent manner (P < 0.05) and also remarkably lowered 
the	 tumour	 weights	 in	 both	 A549	 and	 95D	 cells	 (Figure	 9A-E,	
P < 0.05). Consistent with the results in vitro, Western blot and 
immunohistochemical assays revealed that the phosphorylation 
levels	 of	 JAK2,	 STAT3,	 PI3K	 and	 AKT	 proteins	 also	 declined	 in	
BALB/c	nude	mice	 injecting	A549	and	95D	cells	with	decreasing	
level	of	KLF3	(Figure	10A	and	B).	Together,	these	results	suggest	
that	KLF3	is	involved	in	the	tumour	growth	of	A549	and	95D	cells	
through	 regulating	 JAK2/STAT3	 and	 PI3K/AKT	 signalling	 path‐
ways in vivo.

4  | DISCUSSION

KLF3	was	originally	discovered	as	a	CACCC	box-binding	 transcrip‐
tion factor in erythroid cells.48	In	fact,	similar	to	other	KLF	members,	
KLF3	exhibits	both	transcriptional	activation	and	repression	via	 in‐
teraction with other factors.27,49	Although	the	role	of	KLF3	has	been	
extensively	 studied	 in	 the	 development	 of	 hematopoietic	 system,	
little	is	known	about	KLF3	in	cancer.	In	2011,	Magali	et	al	reported	
that	 the	 expression	 of	 KLF3	 was	 downregulated	 in	 patients	 with	
acute myeloid leukaemia compared with healthy donors.50 In addi‐
tion,	Sachdeva	et	al	found	that	KLF3	expression	was	downregulated	
in both primary mouse and human metastatic sarcomas due to the 
promoter hypermethylation.51	 Intriguingly,	 increased	 Krüppel-like	
factor	 6	 splice	 variant	 1	 (KLF6-SV1)	 expression	 is	 associated	with	
poor prognosis in prostate, lung and ovarian cancer.52 By contrast, 
the	mRNA	expression	level	of	Krüppel-like	factor	6	splice	variant	2	
(KLF6-SV2)	 in	colorectal	cancer	tissues	was	decreased	than	 in	cor‐
responding normal tissues.53	 KLF6	 expression	 is	 also	 decreased	 in	
gastric	cancers.	 It	has	been	 implicated	that	 the	difference	of	KLF3	
expression	 is	 owing	 to	 the	 loss	 of	 heterozygosity,	 mutations	 and	
alternative splicing. 54,55	 Identically,	 the	 difference	 in	 expressional	
changes	exists	among	various	types	of	cancers.	For	instance,	in	our	
study,	KLF3	expression	was	elevated	in	lung	cancer	tissues,	and	ab‐
normal	high	level	of	KLF3	was	associated	with	poor	overall	survival	
in patients with lung cancer, which was consistent with previous 
finding.56	The	decrease	in	KLF3	reduced	cell	proliferation,	migration	
and	 invasion	 in	 vitro,	 and	 also	 inhibited	 tumour	 growth	 in	BALB/c	
nude	mice,	suggesting	that	KLF3	may	function	as	an	oncogene	during	

F I G U R E  8  miR-326	and	KLF3	are	
associated	with	overall	survival	(OS)	in	
patients	with	lung	cancer.	A,	Kaplan–
Meier	plots	of	OS	in	patients	with	lung	
cancer,	stratified	by	miR-326	expression.	
The P value was calculated by a log‐
rank	test.	B,	Kaplan–Meier	plots	of	OS	
stratified	by	KLF3	expression.	The	results	
showed	that	high	levels	of	KLF3	were	
associated	with	significantly	poorer	OS	in	
patients with lung cancer, P	=	0.001

ID Forward sequence (5′‐3′) Reverse sequence (5′‐3′)

U6 CTCGCTTCGGCAGCACA AACGCTTCACGAATTTGCGT

GAPDH CCTCGTCTCATAGACAA
GATGGT

GGGTAGAGTCATACTGGAACATG

miR‐326 ACACTCCAGCTGGGCCTCTGGGC
CCTTCCTCC

CTCAACTGGTGTCGTGGAGTCGGCAAT
TCAGTTGAGCTGGAGG

KLF3 GCCTCTCATGGTCTCC
TTATC

TAATCTGTCCTCTGTGGTTCG

SP1 TGGCAGCAGTACCAATGGC CCAGGTAGTCCTGTCAGAACTT

TA B L E  1   Sequences of relative primers
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lung	cancer	progression.	Nevertheless,	KLF3	was	downregulated	in	
acute myeloid leukaemia and sarcomas,50,51	 and	 loss	 of	 KLF3	was	
correlated with aggressive phenotypes and poor survival outcomes 
in colorectal cancer.57	Additionally,	downregulation	of	KLF3	blocked	
JAK2/STAT3	 and	 PI3K/AKT	 signalling	 pathways.	 It	 is	 generally	
known	that	aberrant	JAK2/STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	signalling	pathways	
are associated with the occurrence and development of cancers in‐
cluding tumour cell proliferation, migration and apoptosis.58‐60 Thus, 
we	propose	KLF3	may	mediate	JAK2/STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	signal‐
ling pathways during lung cancer development. The distinct splicing, 
differential	enrichment	of	KLF3	and	leading	pathways	in	diverse	or‐
gans	may	result	 in	contrasting	level	of	KLF3	in	the	development	of	
tumours.

As	a	transcription	factor,	KLF3	was	already	known	to	exert	as	a	
strong transcriptional repressor. Some studies have identified the po‐
tential	regulatory	mechanisms	of	KLF3	in	different	tissues.	Dewi	et	al	
found	that	phosphorylation	of	KLF3	and	CtBP2	by	HIPK2	strength‐
ens the interaction between these two factors and increases tran‐
scriptional	repression	by	KLF3.29	KLF3	can	also	be	modified	by	small	
ubiquitin-like	 modification	 (SUMOylation).61	 Lack	 of	 SUMOylation	
and disconnection with CtBP result in a loss of transcription repres‐
sion and gain of transcription activation potential.61 Through bioin‐
formatics analysis, certain putative binding sites of Sp1 were found 
related	to	the	promoter	of	KLF3,	which	suggests	that	Sp1	presents	

as	a	positive	regulator	of	KLF3.	Next,	we	examined	the	expression	of	
KLF3	after	 impeding	Sp1	 level	and	found	that	KLF3	was	downreg‐
ulated	in	A549	and	95D	cells.	Finally,	the	luciferase	reporter	assay,	
EMSA	and	ChIP	assays	validated	that	KLF3	was	a	novel	direct	target	
gene of Sp1.

Sp1	 is	 an	 ubiquitously	 expressed	 transcription	 factor	 and	 is	
considered to be a general transcription factor required for tran‐
scription of a large number of housekeeping genes.40,62	However,	
accumulating evidence indicates that Sp1 is upregulated in var‐
ious types of human cancer, including lung cancer.63 Consistent 
with these reports, our study also revealed that Sp1 was in‐
creased in lung cancer tissues compared with that in adjacent 
normal tissues.

Usually,	 miRNAs	modulate	 cancer	 cell	 proliferation	 and	mi‐
gration	by	restricting	expression	of	downstream	targets.	The	in‐
teraction	between	lncRNA	PDIA3P	and	miR-185-5p	affects	oral	
squamous cell carcinoma progression by targeting cyclin D2.64 
Sp1 contributes to tumour progression and is regulated by many 
miRNAs.	Mao	et	al	demonstrated	that	miR-330	inhibited	prostate	
cancer cell migration by targeting Sp1.65 Wang et al also revealed 
that	miR-375	could	bind	to	the	3′UTR	of	Sp1.	In	lung	cancer,	Sp1	
could be repressed by miR‐29c, miR‐27b, miR‐335 and miR‐429 
in translational level.66‐68 Similar to these findings, our previous 
study revealed that miR‐326 was deterred in lung cancer cells, 

F I G U R E  9  Knockdown	of	KLF3	inhibited	the	growth	of	xenograft	tumour	in	nude	mice.	(A	and	B)	Line	graphs	showed	that	knockdown	
the	expression	of	KLF3	significantly	inhibited	the	tumour	volume	in	nude	mice	injecting	A549	(A)	and	95D	cells	(B).	*indicates	that	P < 0.05. 
(C)	Bar	graph	demonstrated	that	knockdown	the	expression	of	KLF3	remarkably	suppressed	the	tumour	weight	in	nude	mice	injecting	A549	
and 95D cells. **indicates that P	<	0.01.	(D	and	E)	Gross	observation	of	xenograft	tumour	revealed	that	the	tumour	volume	in	nude	mice	
injecting	KLF3-silenced	A549	and	95D	cells	was	much	smaller
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and transfection of miR‐326 significantly decreased cell prolif‐
eration and migration.44 Recently, the increasing studies have 
focused on the target genes of miR‐326 that could interact with 
miR‐326 to impede tumour development and progression, such 

as	 NOB1,11	 phox2a,44 CCND1,69 FSCN115 and NSBP1.70 In the 
present study, we demonstrated that Sp1 is a downstream target 
of	miR-326.	We	note	 that	 non-coding	RNAs,	 including	 lncRNA,	
miRNA,	circRNA,	as	well	as	their	interactions,	play	a	pivotal	role	

ID Sequence (5′‐3′)

SP1-XhoI	F CCGCTCGAGGATCAGGCACCCGGGG

SP1‐NotI R ATTTGCGGCCGCCAGCCAACCCCTGTGAATG

SP1	MUT-F GATCAGGCACCCGGGGTTCACATCATATGGGCCATACC

SP1	MUT-R GGTATGGCCCATATGATGTGAACCCCGGGTGCCTGATC

KLF3-KpnI	-F GGGGTACCTTCCCGCTGGAGCCG

KLF3-XhoI	R CCGCTCGAGTGCCCGCTCCGGG

KLF3	MUT-F CCTGGCAGCCCGCGCTATAACGGCTTGCTCGCCCGCGAGCC

KLF3	MUT-R GGCTCGCGGGCGAGCAAGCCGTTATAGCGCGGGCTGCCAGG

TA B L E  3   Sequences of relative primers 
for recombinant vector construction

F I G U R E  1 0  Knockdown	of	KLF3	suppressed	the	activation	of	JAK2/STAT3	and	PI3K/AKT	signalling	pathways	in	vivo.	A	and	B,	
Western	blot	and	immunohistochemical	analysis	(×400)	revealed	that	knockdown	the	expression	of	KLF3	obviously	downregulated	the	
phosphorylation	levels	of	JAK2,	STAT3,	PI3K,	and	AKT	proteins	in	nude	mice	injecting	KLF3-silenced	A549	and	95D	cells	in	vivo

Name Sense (5′‐3′) Antisense (3′‐5′)

Negative control UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT ACGUGACACGUUCGGAGAATT

siKLF3-534 GCAUGCAAGUACCUGUAAUUU UUCGUACGUUCAUGGACAUUA

siKLF3-772 GAUACACAGAUGUGAUUAUUU UUCUAUGUGUCUACACUAAUA

siKLF3-902 GUCUGAUGAACUAACAAGAUU UUCAGACUACUUGAUUGUUCU

siSp1‐491 CCUGGAGUGAUGCCUAAUAUU UUGGACCUCACUACGGAUUAU

siSp1‐996 CCAGCAACAUGGGAAUUAUUU UUGGUCGUUGUACCCUUAAUA

siSp1‐1648 GCCGUUGGCUAUAGCAAAUUU UUCGGCAACCGAUAUCGUUUA

TA B L E  2   siRNA	sequences
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in regulation of various types of cancer and other diseases such 
as acute myocardial infarction, spinal muscular atrophy and car‐
diac dysfunction. 71‐81	 Particularly,	 long	 non-coding	 RNA	 XIST	
acts as an oncogene in non–small‐cell lung cancer by epigeneti‐
cally	 repressing	 KLF2	 expression,	 indicating	 that	 lncRNAs	 also	
exert	mediating	function	by	targeting	KLF	protein.75	Our	further	
study	 may	 focus	 the	 regulatory	 axis	 of	 lncRNA-miRNA	 in	 the	
progression of lung cancer, as well as to elucidate the possible 
mechanisms.

In summary, our study provides evidence that miR‐326/Sp1/
KLF3	 regulatory	 axis	 involves	 in	 lung	 cancer	 cell	 proliferation,	mi‐
gration and invasion, which provide leads for the further therapy to 
patients with lung cancer.
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